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Directions:  Read left to right.  All vowel sounds are short.  Students may “stretch and say” to 
sound out these Flash Words.   Below the line read the heart words left to right; the goal is to read 
each word within 3 seconds; these words are not sounded out. 

 

hike   like    mile      spine   

nine   pine        ride       glide 

eve           theme     Steve     Pete 

time    lime    slime        ripe  

stripe   kite    bite          these 
    

 

because  says  were  where 
from   were  done         soon   
both   too        to       two 

been      again     were  there 

does     says     about  were 

because  where  people  why 
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Practice reading the sentences fluently and accurately. 

1.   Mike went on a hike with his friend Steve. 

2.   Mike and Steve can’t take the same path. 

3.   Mike and Steve sat by the lake and ate. 

4.   Mom gave Pete five dimes for the ride. 

5.  Pete likes to ride the car rides at the park. 

6.  Pete rode with Eve in the red and white car. 

 
CCPS standard for reading fluency is 98% accuracy. All heart words are in bold and cannot be 
sounded out, they must be known by heart.  The other words can be sounded out using our 
stretch and say strategy. This assessment is untimed.  Scoring for 50 words: 

% Below 95% 96% 98% 100% 

errors 3 or more 2 1 0 

	  
CCPS	  scoring	  guide	  for	  accuracy:	   	  

Advanced	  (20	  points)-‐	  98%	  accuracy;	  
Proficient	  (15	  points)-‐	  95%-‐97%	  accuracy;	   	  	  	  	  
Basic	  (10	  points)-‐	  Below	  95%	  accuracy	  


